
353124A Bearing

Distributor Bearing Wholesalers Inc supports farmers and equipment manufacturers in their
efforts to feed the world, providing products and services designed to deliver high performance,
extend equipment life and enhance productivity.
Precision tolerances – meet ABEC 5F (ISO P5) or ABEC 7F (ISO P4) for high running accuracy.
Material selection – standard offerings include 440C stainless steel and 52100 chrome steel.
Superfinished raceways – provide a smooth surface finish to reduce internal friction and
vibration.
High quality ball complement – grade 5 or better balls optimize smooth rolling performance.
Retainers – various configurations and materials to meet performance needs.
Self-contained, pre-assembled and pre-lubricated
Reduces maintenance costs, increases miles per bearing and fuel efficiency
If you know heavy mining equipment, you already know 353124A Bearing We’ve been a top
OEM supplier to the industry for five
decades running. And along the way, our 353124A Bearing- and BB products have become the
global standard for custom-designed bearings in mining trucks and excavators. Distributor
Bearing Wholesalers Inc’s newest innovations build on this legacy by taking performance to
new heights—delivering the quietest, coolest and highest-capacity bearings in the market.
353124A Bearing engineers never stop pushing the boundaries of performance. Case in point:
Our new-generation 353124 series—addressing end users’ needs for maximum possible output
and durability in the most severe applications. These large-bore taper, cylindrical and spherical
bearings are built to withstand the environmental risks that heavy-duty surface mining
equipment demands. Delivering the ultimate in performance, 353124A Bearing combines
special alloys capable of 200°C continuous ambient temperatures with an optimized roller
complement and retainer design—enabling the highest load capacity and allowable speed for a
given bearing type and size.
You’ll find 353124-engineered bearings inside everything from giant haulers to draglines,
electricrope shovels to drills, pulverizers, conveyors and beyond. That’s because our OEM
partnerscan count on us to engineer more long-lasting reliability and durability into their
criticalsurface mining equipment—so that you can achieve greater throughput, less
unplanneddowntime and easier preventative maintenance.

353108A 353038A 353065B 353107A 353058B 536626 537778
543535 536716 522978 524088 525469 534470 524578
524192 533632 517113 353024B 353020A 616674 353124A
353093A BFSD353134 97350 517982 517979
524105 524340 527795 531065 526199 526198 549498
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